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Franklin Roosevelt

Browse Similar Items
Action Figures

$29.95

Movie + TV Collectibles
Presidential Action Figures

Quantity:

Collecting
TV + Movie Characters
Historic Collectibles

Sign-in for 1-Click

Avg. Guest Rating:
Availability :
Usually ships within 5 to 7 days.
This item is available online,
but is not available in stores.

• Talking Action Figure has a 4 min. audio chip allowing it to speak 25 different phrases in the Presidents
own Voice!
• Figures are limited in production and include an individually numbered certificate of authenticity
• Figures also include a biographical pamphlet that includes rare photos and a comprehensive timeline
specific to each figure.
• Figures come dressed in period correct clothing that has been hand tailored to suit the figure
• Figure come in an attractive display box however, the figures also include a fully adjustable doll stand
for displaying the figure outside of the box
Guest Reviews
Avg. Guest Rating:
Number of Reviews: 32
Write an online review and share your thoughts with other guests.
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1-10 of 32 | next
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= Durability
= Fun
= Educational
Ah Franklin Roosevelt and Lincoln Fitzgerald, September 4, 2006
Reviewer: Roy Wells (San Ramon, CA - United States) - See all my reviews

= Overall

Franklin Roosevelt: Born out of a need to make Ben Franklin (the only President of the United States who
was never President of the United States) into a still greater figure.
I eagerly anticipate the release of the John Fitzzgerald Lincoln figure!
Was this review helpful to you?

= Durability
= Fun
Quote, September 4, 2006
Reviewer: JonesZen (MPLS) - See all my reviews

= Educational

= Overall

= Durability
= Fun
= Educational
Quite the realist...., September 4, 2006
Reviewer: ashamed "ashamed" (CA, USA) - See all my reviews

= Overall

Genius without education is like silver in the mine.
-Benjamin Franklin
Was this review helpful to you?

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful:

Wow! I never knew that Benjamin Franklin and Franklin Roosevelt looked so much alike. Roosevelt must
really have empathized with those suffering from the depression, as he decided to wear hand me down
clothes for the picture!
And we wonder why the educational system is such a joke. Kids can't read or write. It's quite obvious that
American History doesn't take precedent either.
Ashamed
Was this review helpful to you?

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful:
= Durability
= Fun
Go fly a Kite!, September 3, 2006
Reviewer: BF "BF" (USA) - See all my reviews

= Educational

= Overall

How well I remember the Democratic Convention of 1932 when Franklin Roosevelt flew a kite inside the
Chicago Convention Center and first drew lightining to the amazement of Al Smith's supporters. The world
was changed forever, and, mostly, for the better. As we all know, the Electric Kite Powered Wheelchair
eventually became the Segway.
Was this review helpful to you?

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful:
= Durability
= Fun
= Educational
Historical Fiction and Fact, September 3, 2006
Reviewer: J. Prince (North Carolina) - See all my reviews

= Overall

I can't wait until the Franklin Stove-powered wheelchair comes out so that ol' BFDR can chase the women in
style. I just hope that he'll exercise some caution since beer - proof that God loves us and wants us to be
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happy - and wheelchairs don't mix. Do you think the Eleanor action figure will look an awful lot like Dolly
Madison?
Was this review helpful to you?

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful:
= Durability
= Fun
= Educational
The only thing we have to fear is idiocy itself, September 3, 2006
Reviewer: Poor Richard - See all my reviews

= Overall

Talk about educational value! I always thought that FDR had polio and was for the most part confined to a
wheelchair, and instead I find out that he could not only walk but that actually also had a secret passion for
dressing in 18th century period costume. What what WHAT?!? The photo is actually of the Benjamin Franklin
doll? Nevermind.
Was this review helpful to you?

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful:
= Durability
= Fun
= Educational
Identity Revealed!, September 3, 2006
Reviewer: Nelle Nasney "nn" (Tacoma WA) - See all my reviews

= Overall

I have researched this carefully. This is actually the Cher Action Figure. She has had a lot of plastic surgery.
Was this review helpful to you?

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful:
= Durability
= Fun
= Educational
To be frank..., September 3, 2006
Reviewer: Marknight "--Marknight" (New York) - See all my reviews

= Overall

Unlike these other reviewers, I was quite pleasantly surprised by the value of this product.
First off, it exemplifies revisionist history. Why not offer a toy that blurs the lines between fact and what sells?
Well done. Secondly, this 'touch of fiction' allows Frank to be all things to all people: An inventor, champion of
the free press, a physically disabled leader of the people, and long haired hippy all rolled into one small
plastic idol. Finally, the toy came with instructions for making a neat wood burning stove that doubles as a
wheelchair and detects electricity. All you need is a key, this year's almanac, and a work program that will end
the recession to build it. Fun for the whole family! :)
Was this review helpful to you?

5 of 5 people found the following review helpful:
= Durability
= Fun
more than meets the eye, September 3, 2006
Reviewer: daniel - See all my reviews

= Educational

= Overall

i have this figure and it truly is more than meets the eye. it starts off as ben franklin, then you twist its limbs up
and BAM!... FDR!
Was this review helpful to you?

2 of 4 people found the following review helpful:
= Durability
Collectibility?, September 3, 2006

= Fun

= Educational

= Overall
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Reviewer: Zeke "Zeke" (Zeke) - See all my reviews
Here's my question: Since they have quite a few other Presidential Action Figures, and the others all look to
be similar to the Ben Franklin Roosevelt figure, does this mean that the mistake has gone through the actual
manufacturing of the doll? If so, these things are probably highly collectable, as this is obviuosly not Franklin
Roosevelt. Has anyone seen these in store?
Was this review helpful to you?
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